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Abstract. The goal of this study is to capture the quantitative optical features of degenerative finger joints based on x-ray 
aided three-dimensional (3D) diffuse optical tomography (DOT). It is anticipated that the fused imaging technique can be 
applied to identifying the significant differences between osteoarthritis (OA) and psoriatic arthritis (PA). For a case study, 
total 6 subjects were selected to study the distal interphalangeal (DIP) finger joints. 2 OA patients, 2 PA patients and 2 
healthy subjects were examined clinically first. Their DIP finger joints were then scanned by the multimodality imaging 
method. Our findings suggested that the developed multimodality imaging approach may aid to contradistinguish OA patients 
from PA patients with the healthy control, which is essential for a better diagnosis and treatment of inflammatory arthritis in 
humans. 
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1. Introduction 

Osteoarthritis (OA) affects nearly 60 million Americans [1,2] while the population of psoriasis is 

about 7.5 million in USA[3,4]. There have been estimated that 10% to 30% of patients with psoriasis 

will potentially progress with PA. PA generally first attacks the DIP finger joints [3, 6–8]. Likewise, 

there were also OA patients who might develop the severe disease in the DIP finger joints [8].  

To diagnose bone and cartilage abnormalities as well as related soft tissues change influenced by 

OA and PA, vary imaging modalities have been established. They included ultrasound, x-ray, MRI, 

and CT [7,9–25]. Among the existing imaging methods, high-resolution x-ray is considered for 

diagnosis of joint-related diseases in most cases. However, x-ray is incapable of discriminating soft 

tissues very well due to its low contrast [26]. In contrast, DOT as an emerging non-ionizing 

technology has received much attention because the imaging contrast offered by DOT is high, 
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suggesting a possible use in distinguishing between OA and PA. In a pilot study, it has showed that 

DOT is able to to detect early-stage OA in finger joints [27–32].    

In the present study, we suggested that x-ray aided DOT imaging was capable of distinguishing 

significantly among OA and PA finger joints as well as healthy ones. We demonstrated the detailed 

radiographic presentations and functional optical properties of OA and PA patients. In our 

acknowledgement, this is the first investigation currently implemented to contrast the 3D optical 

findings between OA and PA finger joints.  

2. Participants and methodology 

2.1. Participants and clinical examination 

In this clinical study, participants were enrolled between 2004 and 2009. The group of subjects 

consisted of volunteering patients with OA or PA and healthy individuals. The subjects needed sign 

the informed consent forms prior to taking part in this investigation, which was reviewed by the 

Research Committee in UF.  

Each subject was examined and diagnosed to be with OA or PA by the same physician in UF. 2 PA 

patients and 2 OA patients were classified respectfully. Exclusion criteria include the PA patients with 

clinical evidence of OA, and the patients whose clinical diagnostic of the diseased DIP figure joint 

was uncertainty. OA patients were selected by matching the OA clinical features and no additional 

arthropathies.  

2.2. Multimodal imaging systems 

The x-ray/ DOT system [30] fused an adjusted system of mini C-arm x-ray with a 64 by 64-channel 

DOT system (Figure 1(a)). The tomosynthetic image was generated via the mini C-arm x-ray system 

(MiniView 6800, GE-OEC, UT) [31]. 

The DOT system abided by a fiber optics/tissue interface, light detection modules, a hybrid light 

delivery subsystem, a data acquisition module, and laser modules [29,30]. The wavelength used in this 

study was 853nm.  

The cylindrical fiber optics/tissue interface has 64 sources and 64 detector fiber bundles positioned 

in 4 layers. The space between a finger of the subject and the wall of the Plexiglas container was 

brimmed with tissue-like phantom materials. Coupling media consisted of agar powder, Indian Ink, 

distilled water, and Intralipid, which provides an absorption coefficient of 0.014 mm-1
 and a reduced 

scattering coefficient of 1.0 mm
-1 

[29–31].  

Along the cylindrical fiber optics/tissue interface, the subsystem comprising a motorized rotator and 

a 1x8 optical switch was used to transport laser light to the excitation points due to its efficient and 

low-cost hybrid nature (Figure 1(a)). The silicon-photodiodes coupled with programmable circuit 

boards, integrating the 64 low noises, were used for acquiring parallel signals. It took 5 minutes to 

finish the data acquisition based on this hybrid imaging system.  
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Fig. 1. (a) The fused x-ray/DOT systems; (b) The fiber optics/x-ray interface. 

 

In the hybrid imaging of soft tissues in the joint followed by the DOT data acquisition, the x-ray 

imaging was performed instantaneously. A co-axial post was used to support the optical interface in 

order to eliminate the artifacts in the x-ray projections that might be possibly caused by the optical 

interface. Such way allowed the interface to be translated along the post as shown in Figures 1(a) and 

1(b).  

During an examination, the subject first placed his/her finger into the Plexiglas container through a 

plastic ring when the distal end of the finger was resting against a fingertip holder that was installed at 

the terminal of the co-axial post. The optical interface was then slid forth, contacting with the plastic 

ring structure that was used to fasten the position of the optical interface. It was then slid back for x-

ray exposure right after the DOT imaging while the position of the subject’s finger stayed unchanged.  

2.3. Image analysis methods 

After data acquisition, the x-ray aided optical image was reconstructed based on a finite element-

based 3D reconstruction algorithm [30]. The 3D joint tomosynthesis enabled us to segment the 

imaging domain into 3 tissue types: (1) bone, (2) approximated soft tissues near the joint cavity and, 

(3) the phantom media. The known anatomy from 3D tomosynthesis images made it possible to 

localize the finite element nodes within each tissue. The entire image reconstruction cost about 4 hours 

with a 2 GHz Pentium 4 PC. The joint space size was an important feature to quantify the seriousness 

of OA and PA. As such, a full width at half maximum (FWHM) method was adopted, in which 

representative dorsal (6 X-Z slices) and coronal slices (6 Y-Z slices) were segmented from the 3D 

images for further analysis to determine the joint space’s thickness [30]. For each subject, the joint 

size determined by the optical images was provided, and the optical properties were also given for the 

3 tissues.  
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3. Results 

To highlight the main optical reconstruction results, the analysis from 6 subjects (two OA/two PA 

patients, and two controllers) was focused. 

3.1. OA patients 

The first OA subject, female and aged 45, was diagnosed with OA in around 2010. The second 

female subject, aged 51 was diagnosed with OA in around 2004. Figure 2(a) shows the scattering 

slices while Figure 2(b) displays the absorption slices of the recovered 3D image for the second OA 

patient. 

3.2. PA patients  

For the first PA patient (48 year old), her DIP joint developed PA in around 2008. The second PA 

subject was a 56-year-old female diagnosed with PA in around 2004. Figure 3(a) presents the 

recovered optical scattering slices whereas Figure 3(b) plots the absorption ones of the first PA subject.  

 

 

 (a)  

   
 

(b)  

  

Fig. 2. Recovered images for OA patient 2: Scattering (a) and absorption slices (b).  
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Fig. 3. Recovered images for PA patient 1: Scattering (a) and absorption slices (b). 
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Fig. 4. Recovered images for healthy subject 1: Scattering (a) and absorption slices (b). 
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3.3. 3 Healthy volunteers  

The first healthy subject was a 41-year-old male while the second male controller was 43-year-old. 

Figures 4(a) and 4(b) show the reconstructed optical slices for the first healthy subject.  

3.4. Analysis of the recovered clinical results  

Based on the quantitative optical images in Figures 2-4, we found that there were significant 

differences between degenerative and healthy finger joints. Both the recovered optical absorption and 

scattering coefficients were able to distinguish well among OA, PA and normal DIP finger joints. In 

particular, a significant decrease of the optical properties of the soft tissues within healthy joints was 

observed while comparing with that of the bones. Nevertheless, we saw only a mild decrease in terms 

of the OA joint tissues. Interestingly the decrease of optical properties became even smaller from the 

PA joints than those from the OA ones. Our observations were also consistently with the quantitative 

evidences in Figure 5. 

Interestingly, the difference in the reconstructed optical properties of the joint tissues among our 

subjects seemed more striking from the combined image feature in Figure 5. Its value was the product 

of ratios of optical absorption and scattering coefficients. We observed the combined image features 

for the disease joints were significantly greater than those for the normal joints. Moreover, the 

differences in the combined image features between the OA and PA joints estimated from the x-ray 

guided DOT reconstruction were also significant.  

 

 

 

Fig. 5. The optical findings show the significant differences between PA, OA and healthy joints in terms of ratios of 
absorption (blue), scattering (red), and combined features (green). OA: case 1 and 2; PA: case 3 and 4; health subjects: case 3 
and 4. 
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It should be pointed out that it was very challenging to distinguish firmly among the disease and 

control subjects in terms of the structural information in Figures 2-4. For instance, it seemed the 

narrowed joint space was a distinctive sign of OA while the structural changes in PA were evidenced 

by the joint, pencil-in-cup changes, and bone deformation. 

4. Discussion 

The examination of OA or PA depends on clinical findings and laboratory tests primarily, but 

sometimes it is difficult to distinguish OA joints from the PA ones. A radiologic comparison has been 

conducted to investigate the differences between erosive OA and PA [21]. Most clinicians usually 

classify patients for clinical management purposes according to number of joints involved and the 

presence or absence of enthesitis or spinal disease. In addition, the conventional radiography may 

show normality in OA or PA patients.  

Besides one interesting MRI investigation [19], no study has been performed and compared the 

typical findings between patients with PA or OA and healthy finger joints. Case studies with 6 

subjected including 2 OA subjects, 2 PA subjects and 2 controllers were implemented for this 

investigation. All the images were recovered using the existing multimodality imaging systems. 

Significant differences between degenerative (OA or PA) and healthy joints were revealed based on 

the observations of the ratio of optical parameters of joint tissues to those of the bones.  

It is well known that the tissues involved most in OA are the joint soft tissues and subchondral 

bones. The vascular supply change and joint space narrowing will result in the increased optical 

properties of joint soft tissues. Importantly, the possible inflammatory change in OA will also increase 

the optical properties of the soft tissues surrounding the finger joints, including synovial fluid though 

the inflammatory is not so significant.  

However, compared with OA joints, prominent inflammatory changes are observed for PA ones 

[19]. The significant inflammatory may result in an enhanced vascular supply feeding the PA joints. In 

addition, the significant inflamed joints in PA will result in the similarity in optical properties between 

the synovial fluid and neighboring tissues. These findings may be the main reasons why we observe an 

even smaller drop of optical properties for the soft tissues from PA joints. Interestingly, if a joint is a 

healthy one, a strong decrease of optical properties will be identified in the joint space area.  

It is well-known significant difference of the mean optical properties is a key condition for the 

differentiation the diseased finger joints from healthy ones. Our data in terms of the optical properties 

of the DIP finger joints revealed the significant differences between (OA /PA) patients, and healthy 

subjects. These findings suggested the x-ray guided DOT imaging is a convincing diagnostic mean for 

early detecting disease joints. A further investigation is required for both PA and OA based on large 

number of subjects. 
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